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FRICTIONAL CONNECTIONS – 
EQUIPMENT THAT CONNECTS

Made in Germany

With its 60 years of expertise and 120 employees STÜWE® develops highly 
specialised frictional connections for especially demanding applications. 
Since the production of its first shrink disc in 1967 STÜWE® has been 
manufacturing exclusively in Germany and its company headquarters have 
remained in Hattingen. We select our suppliers according to the highest of 
quality standards and inspect them during regular audits.

This means that our regular customers have been able to place their trust 
in our high level of skills and quality over several years, in particular for 
large drive systems under testing conditions.

Certified Quality

Not only our highly-qualified employees but also the latest production 
facilities and a consistent optimisation of our operating processes 
guarantee you a top-class service from us.

As an ISO 9001-certified company, we have everything under control, from 
the goods-inwards inspection of our materials up to the final inspection of 
our precision products. The latest inspection procedures and, not least, 
great care guarantee you a consistently high level of quality, safety and ser-
vice life for each and every frictional connection. On request all STÜWE® 
products may be supplied with marine classification inspection.



STÜWE IN 
MEASUREMENT AND TESTING EQUIPMENT

A Strong Connection

The construction of a test bed demands a great deal of flexibility both in 
tests parallel to series production for quality assurance purposes and in the 
individual testing of prototypes.

A notch-free clamping connection provides a variable alternative to a 
splined shaft and keyway for the shaft-hub connection between the test 
unit and the unit under test. The high positional accuracy in particular, both 
in the direction of turn and in an axial direction, provides a great deal of 
flexibility. The rapidly tensioning hydraulic shrink disc HYD from STÜWE 
enables short fitting and dismantling times. Through the use of bushes 
various shaft diameters can be covered using only one shrink disc size. 
Cardan shafts in the test bed arrangement can be similarly fitted easily and 
as frequently as required using STÜWE cardan shaft couplings GF.

Benefits

  Quick-release connections with 
little installation effort and good 
reusability

  Easy fitting and dismantling 
thanks to a backlash-free joint 
between the shaft and hub

  Resistant against impacts and 
shocks within the powertrain

  Simultaneous transmission of 
several loads, such as torques 
and bending moment, axial or 
transverse forces



FRICTIONAL CONNECTIONS – 
EQUIPMENT THAT CONNECTS

Shrink Disc Type HYD

The hydraulic shrink disc type HYD is based  
on the same principle as the mechanical shrink 
disc type HSD. As a result of the hydraulic 
tensioning only a fraction of the time is required 
for tensioning compared with the mechanical  
type HSD.

*Included with the delivery 

      Inner ring*

            Outer ring*

                  Support ring*

                        Safety nut*

                              Hub

                                    Shaft

Flange Coupling Type FKHYD

The flange coupling type FKHYD is a flange 
coupling half which is hydraulically tensioned. It is 
used to fasten a cylindrical shaft to a flange shaft 
or another form of flange connection. Installation 
times, and thus also costs, are reduced as a result 
of this tensioning method.

*Included with the delivery 

      Flange*

            Shaft

                  Outer ring*

                       Support ring*

                              Safety nut*



Cardan Shaft  
Coupling Type GF

A cardan shaft coupling type GF is suited for 
connecting standard cardan shafts. The  
couplings have the following special features: 
Optimal power transmission, quick and easy 
fitting, a secure connection of a cardan shaft  
with differing shaft ends.

Shaft

      Outer ring*

            Tightening bolts*

                  Inner ring*

                        Flange bolts

                              Cardan shaft

*Included with the delivery 

Shrink Disc Type HSD

A shrink disc type HSD is a removable machine 
component which connects a hollow shaft with a 
shaft. The shrink connection is maintenance-free, 
dirt resistant due to its press fit and is very 
versatile in its use. The HSD is a cost-efficient 
alternative to a keyway and splined shaft when 
connecting a shaft and hub.

*Included with the delivery 

Outer ring*

      Inner ring*

            Locking bolts* 

                  Hub

                        Shaft



STÜWE® GmbH & Co. KG
Zum Ludwigstal 35 - 45527 Hattingen
Tel. +49 2324 394-0 - Fax +49 2324 394-30
www.stuewe.de - info@stuewe.de

For further information about our international sales agents we kindly refer you to www.stuewe.de/en/contact
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